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 ization ~~~ MichaelGG Uh, not a rendering tool? It's a game engine... What you're describing is pretty much how all programs work. Some things in the kernel have to be special-cased, but most of what you're describing is just an implementation detail of some library. To convert from that to relational/DB is a tiny variation on that. itsbits 1) No the tool is called 3DS Max / or this version is the 2013
version 2) please read the post carefully. 3) Open source takes on the form of table is allowed. dss should be standard way of representing the data So your definition of "essentially the same" is that the core 3D functionality is the same, but some libraries are different, and the data format should be standard? So all three programs have "essentially the same" core functionality, but one is a crappy 3D
program, one is a crappy game engine, and one is a crappy game engine that also happens to be crappy at 3D? How does one even come up with a definition of "essentially the same"? It's one thing to say "OK, they're essentially the same" and another thing to say "They're essentially the same, and here's a spec which everyone should agree to". That does not happen in the open source world, it doesn't
happen in the private world. How is someone like Max paying you to write this spec, instead of paying you to write Max? And how is it that people like you can have a lucrative career in writing specs for people who don't pay you? I have been part of the games industry for last 5 years and developing an engine on personal project. I had learned that 3D engine is an ancient art what we call modern day

game engine is just a modern version of a 3D engine. You can use different ways to make it work. 3D engines are still based on vectors rather than pixel. They are also retained objects. PS: I have done research on this last year and have released a prototype. I had used similar model 82157476af
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